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Abstract: More and more assignments that were traditionally executed with paper and pencil are now carried out with the support of specific software applications or learning platforms. This opens the possibility to automatically collect a number of data concerning the way pupils interact with the system that administers the learning activity, and such information can help teachers monitor and understand how pupils engage with the assigned task.

In the paper we propose a multidimensional model for describing the interactions of pupils with such systems, and we show how we apply it in the context of the Bebras Challenge, an international initiative aimed at introducing the fundamental concepts of informatics to a wide audience of pupils.

1 INTRODUCTION

Thanks to the pervasiveness of digital technologies in schools, many learning activities that were traditionally carried out with paper and pencil, now rely more and more on the support of specific software applications or learning platforms. Thus, in principle a number of data on the ways pupils interact with the system can be automatically collected and such information can help teachers monitor and understand how pupils engage with the assigned tasks.

This is especially interesting when such tasks are sophisticated, i.e., they present open-answer questions, are interactive, or require complex, combined answers (Boyle and Hutchison, 2009). In such cases, besides the typical information concerning the content, i.e., the answers or artifacts that pupils submit to the system, also the problem-solving process they use in reaching their final answer deserves a careful observation. When the learning process happens in the classroom, it can be observed using qualitative techniques, as for instance those derived from ethnography approaches. Some research has also been conducted on exploiting smart environments or digital tangibles to collect data on the interactions going on in the group, see for example (Bonani et al., 2018). In this paper we focus on quantitative data: how much time pupils spend on each specific part of the assignment, whether and when they come back and review/change their answer to a task already completed, whether they perform actions that generate feedback from the system, and so on. While almost all e-learning platforms are able to log the high-level interactions of the learners with the system, namely artifact exchanges and forum messages (and this data is more and more useful for building predictive learning analytics models, see (Mullan et al., 2017)), they are often surprisingly poor in their ability to track fine-grained learners data (Ruiz et al., 2014).

We adapted the platform we use for managing an informatics contest, in order to be able to collect this kind of fine-grained data related to the problem-solving activity of the pupils during the contest. We are not as much interested here in the statistical analysis of such data, as in the possibility of providing teachers with a useful presentation thereof, which can be a starting point for their understanding of how their pupils engaged with the assignment. To this goal, in this paper we propose a multidimensional model for describing the interaction of pupils with a learning platform. Moreover, we show how we applied it to the scope of the Bebras Challenge, an international initiative aimed at introducing the fundamental concepts of informatics to a wide audience of pupils, in order to give the teachers a rich feedback about how their students experienced the contest.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we propose some measures, thus defining a multidimensional model to describe interactions with a learning platform during a learning activity. In Sect. 3 we describe the scenario in which we applied the model, that is the Bebras Challenge, the platform used to administer the contest, and how we equipped it in order to collect data about the contestants’ interactions.
with the platform. In Sect. 4 we present a tool that provides teachers with a visual representation of interaction data of their teams. In Sect. 5 we draw some conclusions and outline further developments.

2 A MODEL FOR INTERACTION

In this section we consider how pupils interact with a system that supports a learning activity; we propose some measures and indicators, thus defining a multidimensional model that enables us to describe the interaction of learners with the system.

The model has been designed by taking into consideration our experience in organizing the Italian Bebras Challenge, but it applies as well to other learning environments where learners:

- are engaged in a sequence of tasks that can be addressed in any order;
- always have the possibility to go back to tasks and possibly change an answer given earlier;
- can possibly get feedback about the submitted answers;
- have a fixed limited time to complete the tasks.

In particular, the model considers two aspects of the learners’ behavior: the engagement (e.g. the learner stays for a long or short time on a specific task; once only or revisiting it) and the interaction mode (e.g. the learner reads/watches/thinks or acts). These aspects are complex and cannot be directly observed and measured by a unique variable. Instead we introduce a pool of simple indicators that are clearly related to engagement and interaction mode: by considering these indicators together we get a model of the learners’ interaction behavior.

In order to do that we distinguish between three levels of activity on a task at a given time.

**Level 0** no activity: another task is displayed.

**Level 1** reading/watching/thinking: the task is displayed but there is no action, hence the pupil is reading the text, or watching the included images and diagrams, or thinking about the task.

**Level 2** acting: the pupil is inserting or changing the answer of the task, or is doing an action that gets a feedback from the system.

To describe the interaction of a learner on any single task, we propose the following indicators:

1. `initialReadingTime`: time spent on the task before the first interaction;
2. `firstSessionTime`: length of the first session spent on the task;
3. `totalTime`: total time spent on the task;
4. `displaySessions`: number (possibly 0) of read/watch/think sessions, i.e., without action;
5. `dataSessions`: number (possibly 0) of sessions with some action;
6. `actionTime`: total time spent acting on the task;
7. `feedback`: number of actions that got feedback from the system.

For instance, a team that uses an unreflective trial-and-error approach would show short `initialReadingTime` but high `actionTime` and `feedback`. On the other hand, a significant `initialReadingTime` with high `displaySessions` and low `dataSessions` would describe the behavior of a careful motivated team that thinks a lot on the solutions, goes back and checks them, but does not modify them often.

3 APPLICATION SCENARIO

In this section we describe the scenario in which we applied the model presented in the previous section, that is the Italian Bebras Challenge. First we recall its main features, then we describe the platform used to administer the contest, and how we equipped it in order to collect data about the interactions of contestants with the system.

The Bebras Challenge. The Bebras challenge\(^1\) (Dagiené, 2009; Haberman et al., 2011; Dagiené and Stupuriene, 2015), is a popular initiative aimed at introducing the fundamental concepts of informatics to a wide audience of pupils. The challenge is organized on an annual basis in several countries since 2004, with almost 2 million participants from 43 countries in the last edition.

Participants have to solve a set of about 10-15 tasks that are designed to be fun and attractive, adequate for the contestants’ age, and solvable in an average time of three minutes (although it is not easy to predict the difficulty of tasks (van der Vegt, 2013; Bellettini et al., 2015; Lonati et al., 2017b; van der Vegt, 2018)). Bebras tasks are more and more used as the starting points for educational activities carried out by teachers during their school practice (Dagiené and Sentance, 2016; Lonati et al., 2017a; Lonati et al., 2017c).

In Italy (ALaDDIn, 2017) the Bebras Challenge is proposed to five categories of pupils, from primary (4\(^{th}\) grade and up) to secondary schools, who participate in teams of at most four pupils. Teams access a web platform (Bellettini et al., 2018) that presents the tasks to be solved. There are different types of questions: multiple choice, open answer with a number/text box, drag-and-drop, interactive,

\(^1\)http://bebras.org/
Figure 1: An interactive tasklet.

The 2018 edition saw the participation of 15,738 teams (51,634 pupils, since not every team had four members), with five categories, see Table 1; each category had 12 tasks to be solved within 45 minutes.

The Italian Bebras Platform. In our country, the web application that presents the tasks to be solved was designed as a multifunctional system to support all phases of the competition: task editing and participants’ registration and training before the contest; tasks’ administration, monitoring, and data collection during the contest; scoring, access to solutions, and production of participation certificates after the contest. For a detailed description of the architecture and implementation of the system, see (Bellettini et al., 2018).

Each task is designed to occupy exactly the full screen, no matter what the device used; in the side-bar, active zones with numbers allow to move between tasks and a task can be entered as many times as wished—we say that, each time a task is entered, a new session on the task starts. Answers can be changed in every moment, since they are submitted for evaluation only when either the contestant ends the contest or the allowed time is over. Moreover, it is possible to insert a partial answer and complete it in a later session, since tasks that have already been seen appear exactly as they were when the last session ended.

The contest system was already designed to record several pieces of information, mostly needed to support ordinary operations related to the contest. In particular, before the contest the system collects some data about the composition of teams (age, gender, and grade of each member) and their school (geographical data, number of participating teams, number of teachers involved in Bebras). While a team is taking part in the contest, the system stores the current state of each task, determined by the data currently inserted by the team and relevant to compute the score gained in the task. When the allowed time ends, the current state of each task is considered final and recorded as the submitted answer for the task.

We instrumented our system by adding some tracing features, hence now a significant amount of data is tracked during the contest. In particular the system, besides collecting the submitted answers, now also tracks, for each team, a number of events during the team’s interactions with the platform: all events that allow a team to select and display a different task, by clicking on the numbers or arrows in the side-bar; those pertaining to the insertion of (part of) an answer, e.g., by typing, selecting a multiple choice op-

2 The task was proposed by the German Bebras organizers.
Table 1: Participation to the Italian Bebras, edition 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>teams</th>
<th>pupils</th>
<th>females</th>
<th>males</th>
<th>average number of team members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>grades 4-5</td>
<td>3770</td>
<td>12670</td>
<td>6107</td>
<td>6563</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grades 6-7</td>
<td>5592</td>
<td>18437</td>
<td>8793</td>
<td>9644</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grade 8</td>
<td>2651</td>
<td>8900</td>
<td>4144</td>
<td>4756</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grades 9-10</td>
<td>2070</td>
<td>6669</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>4654</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grades 11-12</td>
<td>1655</td>
<td>4958</td>
<td>1491</td>
<td>3467</td>
<td>3.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>15738</td>
<td>51634</td>
<td>22550</td>
<td>29084</td>
<td>56.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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For each tracked event the system logs a timestamp, the type of event (enter a task, change the state of the task, get feedback, leave the task), and all changes in the state of the task, if any.

4 VISUALIZATION TOOL

In this Section we present a tool that provides teachers with a visual representation of several data describing the interaction behavior of Bebras contestants with the system, also in comparison with the average behavior of contestants of the same age.

The tool processes the event-tracking data collected by the Bebras platform described in Sec. 3. Some data are filtered out before processing due to either the inconsistency of the collected data, or suspects of cheating, or anomalies derived from technical issues occurred during the contest. For instance, the cohort of primary school pupils that participated in the Italian Bebras contest in 2018 includes 3770 teams (of 4 pupils each at most), among which 350 teams were filtered out.

The tool displays diagrams in the dashboard that teachers use to manage teams’ registration and to check scores and rankings: such diagrams illustrate the detailed behavior of any specific team both on the overall challenge and on each specific task, and present summary views of indicators for tasks and teams.

The visual representation of the behavior of a team during its contest is given by a diagram as in Figure 2, depicting, for each task, the level of activity on each time slot of 10 seconds; when the team goes from a task to another one, the plots of the two tasks overlap slightly. The legend shows also the score gained by the team in each task. In this particular case, the team tackled the tasks in the order they were presented, and inserted answers in the first session of each task except the fourth; on the first task (a simple programming task that provided feedback) the team started almost immediately to act, and spent some time to insert/edit the right answer; on the following tasks, instead, the initial reading times were longer (as illustrated in the plot by the plateaus preceding the picks), i.e. answers were inserted after some time devoted to reading and thinking about each task; after about 27 minutes from the start (more or less half the available time of 45 minutes) the team reached the last task and then went back directly to the task with the missing answer, thought about it a little while more, inserted the answer and then changed it in the same session; afterwards the team started reviewing all tasks again from the first one, and changed some of the previously inserted answers; finally, the team focused back on some chosen tasks (interestingly enough, the work done in the last two minutes on the last task did not lead to the correct answer).

The event-tracking data for a team are also used to compute the measures described in the previous section, which summarize the behavior of that team on each task, see Table 2. In particular, we compute the actionTime as follows: the allowed time is divided into brief time slots (10 seconds each); the number of time slots where an action occurs is counted, and the resulting number is multiplied by the duration of slots. Moreover, when counting sessions, we do not consider sessions that last less than 5 seconds, which occur mainly when the contestants are searching for a task and click quickly on the side-bar to find the desired one.

In order to place the behavior of a single team among other teams, we compute, for each task, the mean, variance, min, max, and quartiles – over all contestants – of each indicator, see Table 3. Since the indicators have different variability ranges, we standardize their values. Figure 4 shows the behavior of a team on a single task, in comparison with the overall behaviors of teams: red dots correspond to the values in the row of Table 2 associated with the task.

\(^3\)The standard value are obtained by subtracting the mean value and dividing by the standard deviation.
whereas each box summarizes the overall distribution of the corresponding standardized indicator over all teams, by depicting quartiles with min and max values. In these plots the upper whiskers are typically much longer than the lower ones, even though they represent equally numerous sets of teams, and this is due to the fact that all indicators have 0 as lower upper bound but they are not similarly bounded from above. Indicators that are outside boxed interval can be used by teachers as hints (not alarms) –specific of the team– that can guide the interpretation of the time-line plot and other diagrams for the team.

The general behavior of any team during the whole activity with respect to any indicator can be shortly described by the sums, over all tasks, of the ranking of the team compared to other teams. We call this sum the ranking index of the team for that indicator. For instance, if a team have usually devoted a high time to initial reading, resulting in a high ranking on many tasks with respect of this indicator, it will have a high ranking index for the initialReadingTime indicator. The set of ranking indices for a given team are visualized in a radar chart with a dimension for each indicator, see Figure 3. In this particular case, for instance, the team shows a tendency for displaying the tasks more repeatedly than in the average teams, which indeed is suggested by the plot in Figure 2.

Radar diagrams can be used also to compare the behavior of different teams under the light of the data (possibly weighting the analytical data with their knowledge of the team members). For instance, in Figure 5 two other teams are added: the blue team, as already seen, liked to come back several times on the same tasks: they probably thought a lot on their solutions, but they did not modify them too often; the red team has a very low disposition towards spending time on tasks (here a high score could be suspicious); the green team, finally, acted soon and often without thinking long before acting, and showing in some sense an impulsive trait.

Figure 2: Time line of a team. The level of activity (no activity, reading/thinking, acting) for each task is shown in each time slot of 10 seconds.

Figure 3: Radar plot of the ranking indexes of a team, representing the general behavior of the team during the whole activity.
Table 2: Indicators for a team in each task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>initialReadingTime</th>
<th>firstSessionTime</th>
<th>totalTime</th>
<th>displaySessions</th>
<th>dataSessions</th>
<th>actionTime</th>
<th>feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T01</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T02</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T03</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T04</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T05</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T06</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T07</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T08</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T09</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T10</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T11</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T12</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Mean, standard deviation and five-number summary –over all contestants– of all indicators for a task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>initialReadingTime</th>
<th>firstSessionTime</th>
<th>totalTime</th>
<th>displaySessions</th>
<th>dataSessions</th>
<th>actionTime</th>
<th>feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>47.38</td>
<td>249.38</td>
<td>348.33</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>54.95</td>
<td>11.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std</td>
<td>25.68</td>
<td>133.35</td>
<td>198.36</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>41.96</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>71.25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>1198</td>
<td>1447</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Indicators of a team on a task, in comparison with the overall behaviors of all teams on that task. On this task, in particular, the team shows a notably high number of display sessions w.r.t. the other teams.

5 CONCLUSION

Observing the problem-solving process pupils use in reaching their final answer to a given task deserves a careful observation, but it can be troublesome when using a computer platform. We propose a multidimensional model for describing the interactions of pupils with a learning platform. Fine-grained data related to the problem solving activity of pupils during a learning activity can be used to yield a number of indicators that describe the interaction of a learner with the platform on any single task; this can support teachers in monitoring and understanding how pupils engage with the assigned tasks. We instrumented our web based contest platform to collect such data during the 2018 Bebras Challenge in our country and applied such model to study the behavior of contestants, also offering to teachers a terse visual representation of these data. We think that such data and derived observations, conveniently elaborated, can help teachers in getting the most from the education potential of the Bebras contest or other monitored activity administered with a similar system.

The proposed model could be enriched by further dimensions, e.g. indicators about whether or how the interactions make the score higher or lower. Moreover, more data could be collected, for example the ending time of simulations to distinguish more finely...
this from reading or answers’ checking, or all uses of the mouse (position, movements, clicks, etc.) to create a gesture heatmaps (see for example (Vatavu et al., 2014)) and detect those parts of a task that got more carefully observed, that have been overlooked, or have distracted the contestants.

Finally, the use of the model and methodology presented in the paper, or its extensions, can be useful to investigate more general research questions about how the problem solving process is performed in the area of computational thinking, e.g.: is there any correlation between the way learners interact with the system and the outcome of their effort? Is it possible to classify/characterize problem-solving tasks with respect to the way they are experienced and perceived by learners?
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